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You can help end human trafficking and exploitation. 
For a list of local helpline numbers, visit IOMX.org/FINDHELP 
IOM X is the International Organization for Migration's (IOM) innovative campaign to encourage safe 
migration and public action to stop exploitation and human trafficking. The campaign is produced in 
partnership with the United States Agency for International Development (USAID).

Visit IOMX.org or contact IOMX@iom.int to learn more. 
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IOM X FACTSHEET Human Trafficking 
Human trafficking is when men, women and/or children are 
tricked, sold or forced, within countries and across borders, 
into a “slave-like” situation against their will for purposes 
including sexual exploitation, forced labour, forced begging, 
illegal adoption, organ removal and forced marriage.

Human trafficking is one of the fastest growing industries in 
the world, generating USD 150 billion per year in illegal 
profits. The highest profits are made in Asia Pacific 
because of the high number of victims, generating USD 
51.8 billion in illegal profits.7

The average profit made by traffickers per victim of human 
trafficking in Asia Pacific is around USD 5000.8

Men, women and children trafficked experience the 
withholding of travel documents, migrant registration cards 
and work permits, as well as withholding of wages (debt 
bondage) and illegal salary deductions by employers.9

A combination of economic pressures, language, legal 
status constraints and lack of information puts migrants at 
high risk of forced labour, forced marriage and essentially 
human trafficking.

It is estimated that there are around 30 million migrant 
workers in Asia Pacific.10 Migration can increase vulnerability 
to forced labour, forced marriage and human trafficking. 

More than 60 per cent of modern slavery victims are in Asia 
Pacific (24.9 million).4 Four out of every 1000 people in Asia 
Pacific are victims of human trafficking.5

Forced labour is more common in occupations such as 
agriculture, fishing, domestic work, manufacturing and other 
work requiring low levels of education and skills. Informal 
sector workers are more vulnerable to forced labour than 
workers who possess enforceable employment contracts. 

Trafficking does not happen all of a sudden, it is a process of 
three elements: ACT, MEANS and PURPOSE.  
� The ACT is WHAT the traffickers do, such as recruiting, 
   transporting  or receiving victims.  
� The MEANS is HOW the traffickers control the victims, such 
   as through threats, deception or force.  
� The PURPOSE is WHY the traffickers want the victims, which  
   is to get money or other benefits. Exploitation has different  
   forms, including forced labour, sexual exploitation and the 
   removal of organs.

It is estimated that there are more than 40.3 million victims of 
modern slavery globally. This includes 24.9 million people in 
forced labour and 15.4 million people in forced marriage.1

What is modern slavery? It is used here as an umbrella term to 
describe a situation in which “a person is being exploited or 
forced to marry and cannot refuse or leave because of threats, 
violence, coercion, deception and/or abuse of power.”2 Modern 
slavery includes forced labour, debt bondage, forced marriage, 
slavery, and slavery-like practices and human trafficking.3

In Asia Pacific, there are an estimated 16.5 million victims of 
forced labour (which includes forced labour exploitation, 
forced sexual exploitation of adults and sexual exploitation of 
children and state imposed forced labour) and 8.4 million 
victims of forced marriage.6
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